Circadian rhythm in pineal N-acetyltransferase activity: rapid phase reversal and response to shorter than 24-hour cycles (IV).
N-Acetyltransferase (NAT) is an enzyme whose rhythmic activity in the pineal gland and retina is responsible for circadian rhythms in melatonin. The NAT activity rhythm has circadian properties such as persistence in constant conditions and precise control by light and dark. Experiments are reported in which chicks (Gallus domesticus), raised for 3 weeks in 12 h of light alternating with 12 h of dark (LD12:12), were exposed to 1-3 days of light-dark treatments during which NAT activity was measured in their pineal glands. (a) In LD12:12, NAT activity rose from less than 4.5 nmol/pineal gland/h during the light-time to 25-50 nmol/pineal gland/h in the dark-time. Constant light (LL) attenuated the amplitude of the NAT activity rhythm to 26-45% of the NAT activity cycle in LD12:12 during the first 24 h. (b) The timing of the increase in NAT activity was reset by the first full LD12:12 cycle following a 12-h phase shift of the LD12:12 cycle (a procedure that reversed the times of light and dark by imposition of either 24 h of light or dark). This result satisfies one of the criteria for NAT to be considered part of a circadian driving oscillator. (c) In less than 24-h cycles [2 h of light in alternation with 2 h of dark (LD2:2), 4 h of light in alternation with 4 h of dark (LD4:4), and 6 h of light in alternation with 6 h of dark (LD6:6)], NAT activity rose in the dark during the chicks' previously scheduled dark-time but not the previously scheduled light-time of LD12:12. In a cycle where 8 h of light alternated with 8 h of dark (LD8:8), NAT activity rose in both 8-h dark periods, even though the second one fell in the light-time of the prior LD12:12 schedule.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)